EloView™ Management System

EloView is a secure management platform for remote content delivery and device management. Whether you need to push new content to a device or simply change the screen brightness, EloView has got you covered.

EloView is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) system designed to simplify and automate deployment of Elo interactive signage hardware across multiple locations. The delivery of brand experiences at the shopper point of decision is proven to help sell more in-store by attracting, engaging and educating shoppers. EloView software integrates with Elo interactive displays to automate configuration and optimize operations of unattended public signage and kiosks.

The EloView architecture is made-up of clients on each touchscreen device; cloud-based server infrastructure for real-time communications with device clients; and browser-based management console views for remote configuration, monitoring and analytics of deployed touchscreen devices. The architecture uses encrypted communications between devices, servers, and browsers while securing devices in kiosk mode to prevent public tampering with device settings.

Elo I-Series Android devices are preloaded with EloView. For Windows devices, a client is available to download at manage.eloview.com.

Features

Google Android™ Devices
- Configuration Settings
- Remote Monitoring
- Operating Times
- Content Delivery
- Content Scheduling
- Kiosk Mode
- Remote Reboot / Reset
- Remote Update

Microsoft Windows® Devices
- Configuration Settings
- Remote Monitoring
- Operating Times
- API for third party integration

About Elo

40 years ago Elo invented the touchscreen. Today we are re-inventing how you use them to shop, pay, work and play. A global leader with 20+ million retail and hospitality installations in 80+ countries around the world, our products are designed in California and built to last. The Elo touch experience has consistently stood for quality, reliability and innovation. Elo intellectual property is protected by a number of patent, trademark and design registrations globally.
EloView revolutionizes the way you interact with your customers by providing real-time control over interactive signage hardware and the digital marketing content running on those devices. Bold, brilliant displays built to engage shoppers and withstand retail use. Elo interactive signage hardware is purpose-built to showcase your digital content brilliantly. EloView enables you to securely see what’s playing, adjust the volume, check for software updates, and even reboot the device — all without leaving your desk. The EloView content library lets you schedule what’s playing with a simple drag-and-drop. New content can be uploaded and pushed to Elo interactive signage. You can even "wrap" a URL for an existing website - yet keep the navigation locked down in kiosk mode to prevent tampering.

Want to learn more? Visit us online at www.eloview.com/help/support